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Odd-Parity Superconductivity with Parallel Spin Pairing in UPt3:
Evidence from 195Pt Knight Shift Study
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The temperature dependence of the195Pt Knight shift, K, for the high quality single crystalUPt3

has been measured down toT  28 mK in applied magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to the
hexagonalc axis. No change ofK ’s has been found across the superconducting transition temperature
Tc down to 28 mK regardless of the crystal directions and independent of the superconductin
multiphases. It is demonstrated thatUPt3 is the odd-parity superconductor withparallel spin pairing
following the direction of the magnetic field in a range of 4.4–15.6 kOe without an appreciable pinning
of the order parameter to the lattice. [S0031-9007(96)00830-7]

PACS numbers: 74.70.Tx, 71.28.+d, 75.40.Cx, 76.60.Cq
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Extensive experimental efforts have been devoted
elucidate the characteristic feature of the unconventio
superconductivity inUPt3. Especially, much interest i
drawn to a rich variety of its superconducting natu
exhibiting the multicomponentH (magnetic field) and
T (temperature) phase diagram. Three supercondu
phases denoted asA, B, andC phases meet each other
a tetracritical point [see Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)] [1–3]. F
thermore, a power law behavior for the low temperat
thermodynamics such as ultrasound attenuation [4], N
relaxation rate [5], specific heat [6,7], and penetrat
depth [8], suggested an unusual superconducting orde
rameter (OP) with the energy gap vanishing on the Fe
surface. A possibility of the odd-parity of the Coop
pairing was suggested from the NMR [5] and the mu
spin rotationsmSRd [9] experiments, which pointed t
an invariance of the Pt andm1 Knight shifts belowTc.
It cannot, however, be ruled outcompletelythat the in-
variance of the Pt Knight shift for the polycrystal samp
[5] is not associated with the odd-parity, but with t
spin-orbit scattering[10] due to impurities and/or de
fects. Although the invariance of them1 Knight shift
on the single crystalUPt3 in a clean limit was instruc
tive, the result only along thec axis was not sufficien
to get a decisive insight into the OP. This is becausexs

would be reduced along a certain direction belowTc even
for an odd-parity superconductor if the OP was pinn
to the lattice owing to the strong spin-orbit (SO) co
pling [11]. Actually, various phenomenological scen
ios interpreting the superconducting multiphase diag
have predicted the decrease ofxs either in the basal plan
[12] or along thec axis [13] for the strong SO cou
pling, whereas no decrease was predicted along any
tal direction for the weak SO coupling [14]. A cruci
experiment to identify a possible OP representation
thus to measure theT dependence ofxs alongall crystal
directions.
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Absence of the precise measurement of the Knight s
on the high qualityUPt3 free from thespin-orbit scatter-
ing [10] has allowed another room for the two-compone
d-wavemodel based on accidentally degenerate two in
pendent OP with even parity, e.g., of theA1g and theE1g

representations [15,16]. In thed-wavescenarios, it is evi-
dent thatxs should be reduced belowTc in the clean limit
due to the singlet nature of the OP.

In addition, another underlying issue is that the antif
romagnetic (AF) order with a small magnetic moment
ms  0.02mByU below the Néel temperatureTN  5 K is
not yet fully established from other measurements, exc
for the neutron scattering experiment [17]. In fact, pre
ous NMR measurements [5,18,19], as well as macrosc
ones, failed to prove the AF order. Nevertheless the s
metry breaking field (SBF) associated with the AF orde
crucial for the odd-parity scenarios [12–14] in explaini
the superconducting multiphase diagram by lifting the
generacy of the unconventional OP with multicomponen

In spite of many experimental and theoretical efforts,
identification for the OP remains unresolved yet. In ord
to unravel unconventional natures of the superconduc
state inUPt3 and its relation to the presence of the A
order, further experiments are repeatedly required o
high quality single crystal.

In this Letter, we report the first precise measureme
in the superconducting state of the195Pt Knight shift on
high quality single crystals with the hexagonalc axis par-
allel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. Detail
preparation techniques for single crystal ingots ofUPt3
were reported elsewhere [20]. The double peaks st
ture corresponding toA and B phases was confirmed t
occur at Tc1 , 0.58 K and Tc2 , 0.53 K, respectively,
from the specific heat experiment. The residual resis
ity ratio of RRR , 510 and the transport mean free pa
of ltr $ 2000 Å from the de Hass–van Alphen (dHvA
experiment ensure that the sample quality is sufficien
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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good [20]. Two single crystals with typical dimensions
2 3 2 3 5 and1 3 1 3 4 mm3 with their lengths paral
lel to the hexagonalf0001g andf1010g axes, respectively
were employed [20]. The NMR measurement was c
ried out by using a conventional phase coherent typ
home-made pulsed spectrometer and a3He-4He dilution re-
frigerator with a solenoid type of superconducting mag
The NMR spectrum was obtained by the Fourier transfo
technique of spin-echo signal. In the normal state, the
face region with a thickness as small as,2 mm is avail-
able for the observation of NMR signal, which is enou
to extract a bulk effect. Temperature was monitored
a RuO2 thermometer calibrated by the NMR intensity a
theT1 measurement of the high quality platinum powd

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the195Pt-NMR spectra a
T  1 K and 28 mK, respectively, and.4.7 kOe for H k

f1120g (hereafter denoted asHa). The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the spectrum of,9.5 Oe is very
narrow, guaranteeing the high quality of the single cr
tal from a microscopic viewpoint. Eventually, the Knig
shift was measured very precisely with typical expe
mental errors of60.02% and 60.03% for Ha . 11 and
.4.5 kOe, respectively. In fact, a negativelyincreased
small shift of,4.2 Oe was well resolved belowTc as seen
from the spectrum at 28 mK, associated with the su
conducting diamagnetic shielding current. The diam
netic shift was compatible with the estimation of,6.4 Oe
from the relation ofHdia  Hc1 lnsHc2yHdy ln k, with the
value of Hc1 , 2 mT, Hc2 , 2.2 T, H , 0.47 T, and
k , 100. All these results, especially no apprecia
broadening of the FWHM at 0.47 T well belowTc, en-
sure that the magnetic field penetrates rather unifor
in the superconducting state, since the London pen
tion depthsl . 7000 Åd is extremely larger than a mea
distance,d among vortices (d , 690, 490, and400 Å at
H , 5, 10, and15 kOe, respectively), and a possible fra
r
FIG. 1. 195Pt-NMR spectra at (a) 1 K and (b) 28 mK fo
H k f1120g sHad at f  3.925 MHz sH . 4.7 kOed.
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tion of the normal state within vortex cores amounts to o
sjydd2 , s3 8d% of the whole due to the smaller cohe
ence lengthsj . 100 120 Åd thand.

In Fig. 2, the temperature dependences ofKa and Kc

for Ha andH k f0001g (hereafter denoted asHc), respec-
tively, are displayed by solid and open circles toget
with the datas1d reported previously on oriented grain
for Ha [5]. TheT dependences ofKasT d andKcsTd mea-
sured up to 11 and 50 K (see the inset of Fig. 2), resp
tively, were consistent with the data reported so far [5,1
In a quasiparticle band picture, the Knight shift is com
posed of two contributions asKa,csT d  Ka,c

s sTd 1 K
a,c
VV .

KssTd is the spin part of the Knight shift and relate
to the T dependent susceptibility,xssT d as Ka,c

s sT d 
A

a,c
hf xa,c

s sT dyNAmB, which is generated by the pseudosp
polarization of quasiparticle bands near the Fermi lev
i.e., the intraband effect. HereA

a,c
hf is the hyperfine cou-

pling constant,NA is Avogadro’s number, andmB the
Bohr magneton.K

a,c
VV consists of theT independentVan

Vleck susceptibility originating mainly from the mixing
effect with other bands distributed over a higher ene
region than the Fermi level, i.e., the interband effect, a
of the orbital contribution of Pt5d electrons. It is evi-
dent from their markedT dependences that bothKasT d
and KcsTd are dominated by the spin contribution.
fact, bothKasT d and KcsT d have been confirmed to b
well scaled to the susceptibility measured [21] in t
applied magnetic field parallel to the hexagonalc axis,
x

c
obssT d, and to the basal plane,x

a
obssT d. The hyper-

fine coupling constants were estimated asAa
hf . 284.9

and Ac
hf . 270.8kOeymB. In f-electron systems with

the strong intra-atomic SO coupling, the general pro
dure to separate theT independent part of the shift from
the measured one is not yet established as in3d-electron
FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of195Pt K for H k f1120g
sHad and H k f0001g sHcd, and of the datas1d on oriented
grains reported previously [5].
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systems. Here, in order to assign a possible value ofKs in
UPt3, we try to estimateKVV tentatively. Above the ef
fective Fermi temperature,Tp

F , 20 K for UPt3 estimated
from a largeg value of 420 mJymole K2, KssT d due to
the pseudospin polarization is anticipated to exhibit
Curie-Weiss-like behavior approximately, whereas the
terband effect may give rise to a minimum value,KVV , as
far as the heavy-fermion band picture is maintained.
cordingly, the measured shift is described byK

a,c
obssT d 

Ca,cysT 1 ua,cd 1 K
a,c
VV . Actually, as indicated by th

solid lines in Fig. 2, the Knight shift data above 30
can be fitted by the above formula withua  19.5 and
Ka

VV , 11.95%, and uc  15 and Kc
VV , 10.7%. It

should be noted thatKVV is positive, and hence the a
solute value for the spin part is larger than the meas
one and estimated asKa

s sTcd , 210.25% andKc
s sTcd ,

22.61% from Ka,c
s sTcd  K

a,c
obssTcd 2 K

a,c
VV .

The precise measurement of the Knight shifts provi
crucial clues to identify the AF order below 5 K.
UsPt0.95Pd0.05d3, which orders antiferromagnetically b
low 5 K with the same spin arrangement as inUPt3 [17],
it was shown that the staggered moment ofms  0.6mB

produced the internal hyperfine field,Hint of 45 kOeymB

at Pt nuclei from the Pt NMR experiment in the zero fie
[22]. By scaling, the staggered moment of0.02mB in UPt3
is estimated to induce the internal field ofHint . 1.5 kOe
at Pt nuclei belowTN  5 K. However, theT depen-
dences of the Knight shift and the FWHM do not rev
FIG. 3. (a) SchematicH-T phase diagram forH k f1120g
sHad. Temperature dependences of195Pt K for Ha at (b)
.11 kOe (C phase) and (c).4.7 kOe (B phase) below and
nearTc.
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any anomaly aroundTN  5 K, excluding a static long-
range AF ordering.

In Figs. 3 and 4, the respectiveT dependences of the
Knight shifts for Ha and Hc are displayed together with
the schematic phase diagram inUPt3 for each crystal
direction. Figures 3(b) and 4(b) indicate the Knight shi
for the C phase atHa . 11 kOe and Hc . 15.6 kOe,
respectively, while Figs. 3(c) and 4(c) are for theB phase
at Ha . 4.7 kOe and Hc . 4.4 kOe and .10 kOe,
respectively. As clearly seen in the figures, the Knig
shifts do not decrease belowTc regardless of the crysta
directions and of the superconductingB andC phases.

Generally for even-parity superconductors in the cle
limit, the spin susceptibility,xs, belowTc is expressed by
xs  24m

2
B

R`
0 NssEd f≠fsEdy≠EgdE [23], whereNssEd

and fsEd are the density of states at the Fermi lev
in the superconducting state and the Fermi distribut
function. For thed-wave scenarios with eitherE1g or
A1g representation,xssT d should decrease to zero belo
Tc in the clean limit as shown by solid lines in Fig. 5
where Dsud  2D0 sinu cosu for E1g is assumed with
2D0  3.5kBTc.

Evidently, the invariance of the spin shift belowTc re-
quires the OP with either an odd-parity withparallel spin
pairing keeping the same magnitude of the spin susc
tibility as in the normal state or an even-parity affect
by impurity-inducedspin-orbit scattering. For the lat-
ter case, the spin-orbit scattering mean free path,lSO,
is estimated to be less than,10 Å from the formula
[10] of KsyKn . 1 2 2lSOypj0 for lSO ø j0 by using
FIG. 4. (a) SchematicH-T phase diagram forH k f0001g
sHcd. Temperature dependences of195Pt K for Hc at (b)
.15.6 kOe (C phase) and (c).10.2 kOe (B phase) and
.4.4 kOe (A andB phases) below and nearTc.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of195Pt K against tempera
ture normalized byTc with a full scale for the shift. Solid lines
indicate the calculations in a clean limit on the assumpt
of the even-parityd-wave sE1gd model with parameters o
2D0  3.5kBTc andDsud  2D0 sinu cosu.

the coherence length,j0 , 100 Å and the reduction of the
Knight shift, KsyKn . 0.96, assuming that the reductio
of the shift would occur within the experimental error
60.02%. This is, however, inconsistent with a criterio
of lSO ¿ ltr for the above mechanism becauseltr is larger
than 2000 Å from the dHvA experiment [20]. We not
that the mean free path at low fields is longer than at h
fields since an additional scattering mechanism such a
Kondo channel is not anticipated to emerge at low fie
because of very low residual resistivities andpositivemag-
netoresistances [20]. Thespin-orbit scatteringmechanism
based on thed-wavescenarios fails to interpret any chan
of the Knight shifts.

Therefore, an odd-parity superconducting state in
clean limit is most promising inUPt3. In the two-
dimensionalE1u [12] andE2u [13] scenarios for the stron
SO coupling,xa

s in the basal plane andxc
s along thec axis

were predicted to decrease belowTc, respectively. These
two-dimensional scenarios contradict the present resul
the Knight shifts belowTc.

In conclusion, the precise Pt Knight shift measureme
on the high quality single crystalUPt3 have unraveled
several underlying issues concerning the magnetic and
superconducting characteristics. No NMR anomalies
sociated with the AF ordering have been observed nea
belowTN  5 K, suggesting that the static long-range o
dering is ruled out. In the superconducting state, the195Pt
Knight shifts do not decrease at all within experimen
error of 60.02% regardless of the crystal directions a
of the superconducting multiphases. These novel res
have eliminated the possibilities of both the even-parity
h
he
s

e

of

s
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s-
or

l

lts
-

perconductor and the odd-parity superconductor with
strong SO coupling. As a result, the unconventional
perconductivity ofUPt3 is characterized by the odd-parit
with theparallel spin pairingkeeping the same anisotrop
of the spin susceptibility as in the normal state and f
lowing the direction of the magnetic field in a range
4.4–15.6 kOe without an appreciable pinning to the l
tice. The present Pt Knight shift study has provided
important clue that the SO coupling for thepair is not so
strong as to lock the pseudospin degree of freedom in
crystal direction. In this context, the one-dimensional s
nario incorporating the SBF for the weak SO coupling [1
seems to be promising. However, since the presenc
SBF comes into question from themSR [24], the previous
NMR [5,18,19] and the present NMR results which do n
support any static long-range order below 5 K, it is requir
that the present phenomenological scenarios forUPt3 are
reconsidered by incorporating the novel characteristics
theparallel spin pairing.
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